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                         Abstract
   The Stark structure and time evolution of highly excited 85Rb Ry-

dberg states in a pulsed eiectr!c fieid have been studied experimentally
as weil as theoretically. The Rydberg states in 85Rb with the prin-

cipal quantum number n ranging from 110 to 140 have been excited
with the two step laser excitation scheme and field ionization spectra
under the pulsed eiectric field were observed with the ionlzed e!ectron

detection. Fi'om the systematic measurements it was found that the
in general there exist two peaks in the field ionization spectrum: the
lower peak is rather broad and the field value of the peak does not

depend on the excitation position in the manifold. The value of the
higher peak fieid, on the other hand, increases with increasing bluer
states in the manifold when the pu}sed eiectric field is increased in the

same dlrection with the initially appiied static fiela. However when
the pulsed field is increased in the reversed direction to the static field,

the peak fieid value decreases with increasing bluer state excitations,

showing the opposite behavior to the case in the same field-driving
direction.

   In order to reveal the origin of these two peak-field values in the

ionization process, theoretical calculations of the Stark structure and

lonization rates in an e}ectric field have been performed with a com-

putational method based on the Hamiltonian diagonalization. From
these calculations it was found that the excitation position dependence

of the higher peaks observed in ehe field ionization !s in good agreement

with ehe predictions from ehe tunneling process. On the other hand
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the lower peak behavior is roughly expiained from the autoionlzation-

like process Åíogether with the effect of the blacl<body-induced radiatlve

transitions to the neighboring states from the originally excited states.

   In due course of the above investigations, time evolution of the
multi-level Rydberg system in a pulsed electric field was also studied
to confirm the usefu}ness and applicabilities of the present method of
theoretical calculations. Specifically the transition probabiiities in the

firse avoided crossing at which the 113p312 staÅíe crosses the bluest state

in the llO manifold was measured and compared with the theoretica}
predictions obtained from a newly developed forma!ism on the time
evolution of multi-leve} Rydberg system. The experimental results
are in good agreement with the predictions. The opposite behavior in
               .the excitation-position dependence of the higher ionlzation peak-field

between the same and the reversed driving directions oÅí the pu}sed
electric field was also found to be well explained with the present
theoretical treatment }n the tixne evolution, thus showing that the
present theoretical treatment is quite satisfactory even in such highly

excited Rydberg atoms.
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1 Introduction

   Kighly excited Rydberg states ll] have many interesting properties and
provide ideal and versatile situations in various fields of physics. In partic-

ular, the Rydberg atoms coup}e strongly to the eiectromagnetic field, thus
they have played important roles in cav!ty quantum electrodynamics (cavity
QED) [2] and its related applications in the fields of fundamental physics.

Specifica}ly the rea}ization of the sing}e atom maser is one of the most im-

portant contributions of the Rydberg atoms to these fields. The quantum
computing and related quantum measurement experiments being actively de-
veloped recently are also some of the mostly attractive and exciting fields in

the application of the Rydberg atoms.

   The Rydberg atoms have been also suggested to be usefu} and acttt-
a}ly used for a quite sensltive sipgle-photon detector [3, 4, 5]. Figger et al.

demonstrated that the Rydberg atoms can be used as a sensitive detector
of 100GHz microwave blackbody radiatioRs [41. We have developed and are
carrying out a large-scale dark matter axlon search experiment CARRACK,
where the highly excited Rydberg atoms are used to detect microwave pho-
tons produced by the conversion of axions Snto photons in a strong rnagnetic
field via the Primakoff process [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

   In these experiments covering a wide range of fundamental physics fields,
Rydberg states have been mostly detected by the selective field ionization
method, in which atoms are subjected to an externally applied electric field
in a static or a pulsed form; due to the strong coupling to the electric field,

the atoms are easily !onized in a weak electric field, especially for the highly

exclted states.

   Extensive experimental and theoretica} investigations have been performed
for the detailed understanding of the structure of Rydberg states and the
characteristics of field ionizations: specifically the Stark energy level struc-

ture in a static field, including polarizabilitles and dynamlcal properties in a

pulsed electric field are some of the mostly interested subjects so far.

   The. energy level structure of Rydberg states in an electric field was first

studied in detail by Zimmerman et al. [11]. They calcu}ated the Stark en-

ergy structure of alkali atoms with the principal quantum number n = 15
by diagonaliz}ng the Hamiltonian matrix: They also carried out experiments
in which the !aser excitation spectra and field ionization characteristics were

investigated. The theoretical resuits of the energy leve} structure agree well

with the experimental ones and thus the agreement shows validity and use-
fulRess of their ca}cu!ation method. Also from their experimental study they
remarked for the first time that an autoionization-like process of the field
ionization is important especially for the b}ue states in the non-hydrogenic
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Figure 1: Two Stark levels with alt avoided crossing of wo. If the field is
driven through the avoided crossing in a long time compared to 1/wo, the
passage is adiabatic(solid arrow), wki}e if it ls drlven rapidly, the passage is

non-adiabatic(broken arrow).

atoms in addition to the usual tunneling process [12].

   Harmin, on the other hand, developed an analytical method to calcu-
late the Stark structure and photoabsorptlon cross seetions and applied the
method to some alkali atoms around n rv 15 [13, 14].

   Time evolution of the Rydberg states in a pLdsed e}ectric field is a}so
one of the attractive subjects, since they provide an interesting altd ideal,

yet accessible case for the quaRtum system evolution with many potentia}-
energy curves that cross one another [15]. From the experimenta} side, on
the other haRd, it is essential for understanding the detai}ed behavior of the
fie}d ioltization processes and thus for providing the eMcient way to detect

the Rydberg states seiectively.

   When considering the time evolution in a time varying e}ectric fie}d, it is

inevitably important to take into account the avoided crossings between many
Stark states: Increasing the electric field, the energy levels shift and cross
(avoicled crossing) each other as illustrated ik Fig. 1 for the two level crossing.

On the crosSing point, they traverse adiabatically or non-adiabatically, de-

pending on the slew rate. If the traversa} is completely adiabatic, the initial

state passes along the solid }ine. If the crossing is complete}y non-adiabatic,

it passes aiong the broken line. Since in the rea} sittiation both transitions

occur witlk certain probabilities depending on the slew rate in each crossing,

the populated levels are generally distributed between these two extreme
paths in the actual case with many Stark leveis.
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   In a two-leve} system the avoided crossing can be approximately treated
with the Landau-Zener-Stuckelberg (IjZS) process theoretically. AIIany groups

have obtained good agreement between the observed crossing behavior and
the LZS fbrmula. Rubbmank et al., for example, studied the dynamics of
traversing avoided crossings between n == 18 and n == 19 manifolds in Li
as a funetion of the slew rate I16]. They extended the LZS method to be
applicable to the case of an arbitrary waveform of the applied electric pulse

for the two level crossing, and they compared and discussed the resu}ting
theoretical behavior with the experimental data.
   Harmin examined the coherent time evolution of a Rydberg Stark system
on a grid of LZS avoided--crossings under a linear ramped electric field in
which infinite number ef manifold leve}s are treated as linear in time, parallel

aBd equally spaced. The time evolution of an initially populated state is then
governed by the two-level LZS transitlons at avoided crossings and adkabatic
evolution between them[15]. In such a systein it was suggested that the
coherent process arising from the constrttctive enhancement in the population

of some particular levels plays an important role in the development of the
fie}d ionlzation process.

   In the last stage of increasikg the electrlc fie}d, the atoms are finally
ionized. Two ionization processes have been known to occur IB general: 1)
the tunneling process and 2) the autoionlzation-like process, which is due to

the interaction of a bound b}ue state in the core region with continuum red
states belonging to some upper n maiiifold. The process 2) occurs oBly in
noit-hydrogenic atoms. As n increases, the process 2) is expected to be less
important compared to the process 1) because the interactions in the core
becomes weaker with increa,sing n.
   The above results on the Stark properties of Rydberg states were most}y
obtained from the study of Rydberg states wkh n lower than tv 50, and no
detailed studies on the still higher excited Rydberg states with n > 80 have
been reported so far. This situation is partly due to the increasing difficulty in

the selective detection of a particular Rydberg state among many close-lying
states oB the experimental side. On the theoretical side,• on the other hand,

larger number of Stark states have to be taken into account at higher n, and
thus theoretical treatment is increasingly complicated and time consuming.
   In order to circumvent the above situation, systematic investigations on
the Stark properties of the high}y excited Rydberg states of 85Rb with n

ranging up to N 140 were initiated both experimentally and theoretica}Iy:
specifically we applied various forms of an electrlc fie}d pulse to the electrodes,

and studied the resulting field ionization behavior and the time evolution
characteristics of the Rydberg states. Also we developed theoretical methods
to calculate the Stark structure and to trace the time evolution in the multi-
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level Stark system.

   Along this line of investigations, we have developed an experimental
method with whlch a iow angular--momentum state is selectiveiy ionized and
detected from other angular momentum states by applying a pulsed electric
field [17]. Our method opens an efiicient way to selectively ionize highly ex-

cited states, and thus enables us to apply the highly excited Rydberg states
to fundamenta} research area.

   In this paper, detailed experimeRt•al studies of the time evoiution of the
highly excited Rydberg states and of the following field ionization process are

reported with theeretical analyses. Specificaily we measured the tltreshold
electric field vaiue for the ionization of the highly excited Rydberg states of
85Rb with n raBging from 110 to 140 in a pulsed fieid regime. Adiabatic
and non-adiabatic transition pyobabilities at the first avoided crossing of a

np state with the adjacent rr}anifold were also measured as a function of
the s!ew rate of the appiied electric field. From these experimentai studies,

it was found that, in general, there exist two peaks in the ionization field:

the lower peak is rather broad and the fieid va}ue of the peak does not
depend on the excitation position in the manifo!d. The value of the higher
peak field, on the other hand, iBcreases with increasing bluer states (that is,

blue states approaching nearer to the bluest states) in the manifoid when
the pulsed electric field is increased in the same direction with the initially

applied static fiGld. However when the pulsed field is increased in the reversed

direction to the static field, the peal< field decreases with increasing b}uer

state excitations, showing the opposite behavior to the case in the same
field--driving directioll.

   In order to reveal the origin of these two peak fieids in the ionization
processes, theoreticai calculat2ons of the Stark structure and ionizatioR rates

in an electric field have been performed wiÅíh a computational method based
on the Hamiltonian diagona}ization. Here the caiculations of the radial ma-

trix elements were done with the quantum defect theory under the Coulomb
approximation. From these calculations k was found that the excitation posi--
tlon depeltdence of the higher peak observed in the fieid ionization is in good

agreement with the predictions from the tunne!ing process. On the other
hand the lower peak behavior is roughly exp}ained from the autoioBization-
like process together with the effect of the blackbody-induced radiative tran-

sitions to the neighboring states from the originaliy excited states.

   in due course of the above investlgatloBs, time evolution of the muki-level

Rydberg system in a pulsed eiectric field was also studied to confirrri the use-

fulness and applicabilities of the present method of theoretical calculations.
Specifically the transitlon probabllities IR the first avoided crossings of 85Rb

between the 113p state and the bluest states iR the 110 manifold were mea-
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sured and compared with the theoretical predictions obtained from a newly
developed formalism on the time evolution of the multi-level Rydberg system.

The experimental results are in good agreement with the predictions.
   Also the multi-level formalism of the time evo!ution was applied to the
case of the zero-fie}d crossing: except the low angular momentum states with
e S 3, the leve!s with the same n are'all degenerated approximately at zero
field in alkali atoms. Wlten the applied pulsed-field is reversed from the initial

direction during the ionization process, the manifold levels are once driven to

zero field and then again to the higher field region. The predicted ionization

behavior in such a situation is a}so in good agreement with experimental
results.

   Following the brief review of the Rydberg atoms, theoretical formulations
on the Stark structure calculations and on the trace of the time evo}vition
are presented in Sec.3. Experimental procedure and the results are shown in
Secs. 4 and 5 together with the comparison with the theoretica! predictions.
Section 6 is devoted to the discussions on the results and then the conclus}ons

of the present investigation are described in Sec.7.

2 Rydberg Atoms
   Rydberg atoms are the highly excited atoms near to the ionization limlt
with a large principal quantum number n. The binding' energy is given by
the Rydberg formula,

                   VU.e =R/(n-6e)2=R/n*2, ' (1)

where R is the Rydberg constant, 13.6eV, 5e is the quantum defect of the
states with angular momentum e and n" == n - 6e is the effective princi-
pal quantum nttmber. For low e states, the penetration and polarization of
the ionic core by the valence e}ectron lead to large quantum defects and to
strong departures from the hydrogenic behavior. As e increases, an orbit
of the valence electron becomes more circular and the atom becomes more
hydrogenic.
   The Rydberg atoms have following characteriseics: 1)small energy differ-
ences between n and n + 1 leve}s, 2)large El transition rates between n aRd
n + 1 levels and 3)}ong lifetimes.

   r]]he eReygy difference between the adjacent Rydberg states is given by
AWn -ha Wn+i - Wn Fs R/n'3 and lies in the microwave range. In the case of

n rv 100, for example, the transition frequency ls around 7GHz.

   The Rydberg atom strongly couples to the electromagnetic field in the
microwave range. The transitlon rate in vacuum between n and n + 1 states
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is given by
                 F. (sec-i) fu l05n*` (AW. (eV))3. (2)

In the case of n rv 100, the rate is estimated to be 3 Å~ 104 secmi.

   The radiative Iifetime induced by the blackbody radiation is given by

                                     300 K                  T.BB =' 2.03Å~10-7(n')2 T • (3)

The !ifetime at room temperature for the state with n N 100 is estimated to
be 2 msec.

   Now we consider the Rydberg states of a hydrogenic atom at first. The
most straightforward way to treat the Starl< effect in the hydrogenic atom is

to use parabo!ic coordinates, in which the problem remains separable even
with an electric field. In the electric fieid F, the potential term is given by

                               1                       V(r)=--+Fz. (4)
                               r
In paraboiic coordinates the Shr6dinger equation for an electrolt ln the po-
tential of Eq. (4) is written as,

                    w(e,n) -= Jl}opf:'(c)H(n), (s)

           d2tT6Sg) -(m2cii- !l", - I!lll +{g) :- (c) =o, (6)

           d2dHnSn) -(Mini i- f' - IIY -fop) H(n) ro, (7)

where Zi and Z2 are the separation constants and both are related by Zi +
Z2 = 1. With the first order perturbation, the energy of the Rydberg state
in the electric field is expressed as,

                            13                Wnnin2m =-2n2 +iFn(ni-n2), (8)

where ni and n2 are the parabolic quantum numbers and related to the
principal quantum number n and the magnetic quantum number m by

                     n== ni+n2+lml+1. (9)
   Equation (8) shows that the states with n in zero field split into (n - 1 -
lml) levels iR an electric field. The set of (n - 1 - lml) degenerated states is

cal}ed "manifold". The states with higher energy in manlfoid, i.e. the states
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Figure 2: Stark energy shift and the ionization threshold in a hydrogeRic atom

with n=ll-16, mmO. The thin lines show the energy levels in an electric field.
C}osed circles show the ionization fields by the tunReling process I"z,. [IIihe

bold line shows the classical ionization limit F,.

wkh ni - n2 'AJ n, are called "blue" states, and those with ni - n2 rv -n are

called "red" states.

  The quantum nurnber ni and n2 are re}ated to tke separatiolt parameters,

     1
Zl "" rm

    n

 + nl( IMI + 1

2 ,
) (10)

                    z, == -jl (n2+IMI2+ i) (ii)

We use the difference of the separation parameters Zi - Z2 to express the
energy level in manifold. For the bluest, the ceRtral and the reddest states
with ni - n2 N +n, O and -n, the value of Zi - Z2 hds rv +1, O and -1,

respectively. The Stark strttcture of a hydrogenic atom is shown in Fig. 2.

   As the field strength increases, the bluest state vgrith n and the reddest
state with (n + 1) cross. The crossing occurs at the field streRgth,

F.. 1 =
    3n5

o.17 ( lgo ) V/cm.
(12)

  The blnding energy of a valence electron decreases as nww2 and thus the
Rydberg states are strongly affected by the external electric field owing to the
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large dipole moinent. The potential V(r) has a saddle point at i = 1/V7ii,

at whieh the potential value is

                        Vmax=rm2di- (13)
If the electron is bound by an energy W, a field given by

                               ilV2
                           F=: .4 (14)
is adequate for the ionization to occur c}assicaily. This field value is usually

termed the classical field for ionization. When ignoring the energy shift in
the electric field, W is giveR by -1/2n2, then we obtain the familiar resuit,

                 Fc=l61., ==32Å~(1ÅíO)`v/cm (ls)

This ciassical picture is useful to roLighly estimate the field va}ue to ioBize

a state. The bold solid line in Fig. 2 shows the c}assica} ionization threshold

Fc'

   The classical picture, however, has serious defects. First, Eq. (15) ignores

the Stark shift, and second, the classical approach ignores the spatial distri-

butlon of the wavefunction. In pa}'abolic coordinates, the motion in the.C
direction is bound in any value of the field. Thus for ionizatioR to occur the
electron must escape to infinity in the op direction. Classica}ly, the ionlzation

only occurs fer the energy above the peak ef the potential,

                 v(n) == M2,i i- k' -!ill-{n (i6)

IgRorikg the short range nm2 term, a good approximation for low Eml, we find

that the required field for ioRization is

                               W2
                                  . (17)                         Fz, =:
                               4Z2
The separation parameter Z2 is around l/n for a blue state, Z2 rv 1/2 for

a central state, aRd Z2 rv 1 for a red state, thus, among these states in
manifold, the reddest one wili most easiiy be .ionized. For the extreme red
state, we find the threshold fie}d strength,

                                 1                         FZ2Nl" gn4' (18)
aizid for the extreme b}ue one, tl}e ionization fieid strength is given by

                                 1                        FZ2Nn =" 21n4' (19)
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Figure 3: Stark structure of 85Rb with n==15, ImjI

present theoretical treatment.

= 1/2 ca!culated with the

The ionization threshold Fz, ca}culated wlth Eq. (17) are shown by closed
circles in Fig. 2.

   Atoms other than H have characteristics essentially simllar to those of
H atom in an e}ectylc field, but there aye important diffeyences due to the
presence of the finite-sized ionic core.

   Figure3shows the energy diagram of 85Rb with n =15 and ImH == l/2
in an electric field. k is noted that the degeneracy of low e states, the s,
p and d states, is resolved in zero field, and the p state }ocates above the
rnanifold and the s and d states below the manifold in 85Rb. The second
effect o'f the presence of the finite-sized ionic core (i.e. the presence of the

nonzero quantum defects) is that ni ls not a good quantum number and blue
and red states are coupled with each other by the overlap at the core. When
the field strength reaches 1/3n5, b!ue and red states with adjacent n do not

cross as they do in H, but exhibit an avoided crossing.

   The avolded crossings affect the time evolution of the system iB a pulsed
ionization field. If the crossing is traversed fast compared to the inverse of the

separation energy between the states, 1/cvo, the traversal is Ron-adiabatic.
The probability of the non-adiabatic transition ln an isolated two }evel system
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is given by the Landau-Zener-Stttckelberg formula,

                                   Sx                        P= exp(-2Ti). (20)
Here S. is defined by
                      SX == (dd\i Wi ddlll2)' (21)

where dWi/dF and dW2/dF are the Stark shifts for each level and S is the
time differential of the electric field, S = dF/dt. Tke adiabatic and non-
adiabatlc transitions are discussed Iater in detail in Sec. 3.3.2.

   Another effect of the finite-sized ionic core ls the coupling between a blue

state which would be stabie in H and red states which are unbound. This
coupling modifies the ieRization Iifetime in an electric field. Due to this
coupling, a blue state has a finite probability to be lonized at a field less

than the value expected from the tunneling process. The ionization rate of
this process is later discussed more in detail in Sec. 3.4.2.

3 Theory

3.1 Overview
   In order to understand more quantitative}y the Stark structure and dy-
namical behavior of highly excited Rydberg states under a pulsed electric
fie}d, a nurnerical method to be applicabie to such highly excited states was

developed based on the direct diagonalization ef Hamiltonians. Firstly the
Starl< energy ievel structure was calciklated with a basis set including the fine

structure inÅíeractions. This treatment is necessary especially in the present
investigations because the fine structuye effect cannot.be neglected in heavier

atoms iike Rb which is the atom we have studied here.
   With the obtained energy eigenvaiues and the eigenstates in the appiied
eiectric field, radiative lifetimes and ionization rates ilt the eiectric field can be

calculated. We have calculated the ionization rates and hence the lifetimes
of the Rydberg states in an electric field in the two processes, that is, ln
the tunneling aRd the autoionization-like processes. In the calculations on
the tunneling process, we adopted a semi-empirica} calculation deve}oped by
Damburg and Kolosov [18] from its slmp}icity, yet with enough accLiracy for

the present purpose. More accurate calculations based on "the density of
states" method by Luc-Koenig and Bacheliey [19] are also discussed in some
detail.
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   On the other hand, detailed ca}ctt}ations on the lonization rate due to the

autoionization-like process were performed by taking into account also the
effecÅí of the fine structure interactions with the wavefunctlons obtained from

the Hamiltonian diagonalization.
   Time evolution of a multi-leve! Rydberg system in a time varying electric
field was a}so calculated based on a new}y obtained formalism. This compu-
tational method was applied to the first avoided crossing of the 113n]12 state

with the bluest states in the 110 manifold. Energy eigenvalues and their
eigenstates in electric fields provide the interaction strength ancl the energy

gap at the avoided crossings, thus this kind of analysis gives quantitative test

for the applicabilities of the present theoretical calculations.

3.2 Calculation ofenergy levels in an electric field based
      on Hami}tonian diagonalization

  The Hamiltonlan of an alkali atom in an e}ectric field F is given by,

                 H -um -21.p2-;+Vd+A+Fz

                    = .Elo+Fz, (22)
where Vd 3s the difference between the potential of the alkali atom and the
Coulomb potentia} and A is the fine structure interaction. The term A is
espeeially importaBt for heavy alkali atoms. These terms, Vd and A, are only

nonzero near r = O. For the non-hydrogenic atom, the parabolic representa-
tion does not provide an attractive basis for the Stark problem as ls the case

of a hydrogenic atom. This is because, due to the presence of Vd and A, the
Hamiltonian matrix Sn zero field ls not diagona} in the parabolic basis. On
the'other hand, it is diagona} in the lnejmj•> basis. Fo}' this reason we have

chosen to work with the Ineo'mj> basis.

   It is important to realize that the perturbative treatment of the Stark en-

ergy with the power-series expansion in a field is fuitdamenta}ly inadequate
because the expansion does not converge. A straightforwayd and effective
method of calculating the energy in an electric fie}d is the dlrect diagonal--

ization of the Kamiltonian matrix. Specifically the matrix eiements of Ho,
including Vd and A, are dlagonalized in the lnej'mj> basis with quantum de-

fect theory. The diagonal matr'ix elements are given by the Rydberg formula,

                                       Ralk
                 <nel'mjlffelnel'mj> =                                                           (23)
                                     (n - 6.ej•)2

                                 ,.. (:l8i)k,, (24)
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Tab}e 1: 85Rb quantum defect parameters [20].

Series oi 26 4
5 66 86

nSl12

nPl12

nP312
nP312,512

3.13109(2)

2.65456(15)
2.64145(20)
1.347157(80)

O.204(8)

O.388(60)

O.33(18)

-O.59553(18)

-1.8

-Z904
-O.97495

-1.50517

116.437
 14.6001
 --2.4206

-405.907
 -44.7265
 19.736

              <e, mel21e - 1, me>

              <e, me l2Ie + 1, me> =

The computational task is to evaluate
They are calculated un

where R.)k is the Rydberg constant for the alkali atom, 6.ej is the quantum
defect of an neo' state and n* is the effective qgantum number. The vaiue of
6nej• is giveR by

                 62                           64                                     66                                               6s
    6nej' -nv 60 + (. - 6,)2 + (. - 6,)` + (n - 6o)6 + (n - 6,)8 '''' (25)

where 6o, 62 . . . are experimentally determined parameters for the alkali
atoms. The parameters 6o, 62... ilt Eq. (25) for 85Rb are tabulated in Ta-
ble 1 [20]. The virtue of the quantum defect theory is that we need not know
the details of the radial depeltdence of Vd and A, which aye ltot known exactly.

   Off-dlagonal matrix elements are expressed by the lnejmo•> basis:

              <n* eo' mj l Fz i n*'e'imS• >

           = F6 (mj, mS• )6(e, e' Å} 1) <n'elrln"e Å} 1>

              ' ., ..lll,llÅ}.. <e) g, me) rnsio', mj> <e' , g, me, m,ii•, mj>

              •<C mel21eÅ}1, me>, (26)
where the first two factors in the sum are CIebsch-Goydan coefficients and
2 : z/lzl. The anguiar part of the matrix elements are derived by using
algebra of spherical harmoRics,

                                      e2 - m3
(2e + 1)(2e - 1)'

                                        (27)
                (2e + 3) (2e + 1) '

               the radial dipole matrix elements.
der the Coulomb approximation fo!Iowing the method

(e + 1)2 - m,2
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by Davydikin and Zon [21],

   <n'elrln'*e Å} 1>

- it* IsinTA
- AZk rA
   +.nrmii (2il.l J.(-.) ,i,

[A(1 -E) F lrC[I IIIEil

      vfii"gii

e

   ])

JA(-x)],
(28)

it' =- Vma7,
      e+e'e-

- 2'
(e + 1/2)2

(29)

8=

(30)

1- (it*)2 7

  dO  e)  in  s  s  -  e  A  (

lzj"*'
i/isi  (  JA

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

Equation(28) is an analytic expression for the dipo}e matrix elements cor-
responding to transitions between Rydberg states with IAI << n*,n*'. We
note here that the approximation used in Eq. (28) is iinore accurate when n'

becomes larger and thus it gives quite good resuits for the Rydberg states
with n > 100. Accuracy of the ca}culation of the radia} elements ls discussed
later in Sec. 6.3.

   The last task is diagonalizing the Hami}tonian matrix to obtain the eigen-
va}ues and eigenstates in each electric field. Figures 4 - 6 show the calculated
energy level structure of the Rydberg states of 85Rb around n == 1IO manifold

of im,•I == 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2 in the electric field. In this calculation, the terms

included in the basis set of the diagonalization are I05 S n S 115 for each
lrnjl. This basis set is adequate within the calcu}ated range of the fie}d, up

to O.3V/cm. This point is discussed further in Sec.6.3.
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3.3 Time evolution
tric field

of highly excited atoms .

In an elec-

   We develop the formalism in which time evolution involving many Ievels
and many avoided crossings can be treated.

   We then calculate the adiabatic and non-adiabatic transition probabilities

from a p state to the states in the adjacent manifold with this formalism.
Since the probabilities of the adiabatic and non-adiabatic transitions depend

exponentially on the level separation at the avoided crossing, the comparison
of the theoretical calculation with the experimental results is a sensitive test

to see the applicabilities of the present theoretical calculations. The tracing

of the time evolution in the multi-level formalism is also,applied to the level

crossing at zero field.

3.3.1 Framework of time evolution involving many levels

   To study the adiabatic and non-adiabatic transitions, we first consider
the simple case where only two levels cross and the time dependence of their

energy levels are arbitrary functions of time t. This simple case has already
been studied by Rubmmark et al. [16]. We consider a two-Ievel system gov-

erned by a Hamiltonian Ho which depends explicitly on t. We denote the
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eigenvalues of Ho by sti(t) and st2(t) and the eigenstates by P> and l2>.

The eigenstates are assumed to be independent of t. Next we consider the
effect of a perturbation V, which breaks tke symmetry of He and has no
dependence on t. The Hamiltonlan in thls case is given in the {Il>, l2>} basis

                   H- G,zi,fgl,, giz;EJte), (3s)

where wo, wi(t) and w2(t) are written by,

                   Slwole-ie - <qve2>,

                      evi(t) = sti(t)+<llVll>,

                      Cv2(t) : S)2(t)+<2IVI2>. (36)
The separation at the center of the avoided crossing is Icvol. The time depen-

dent Shr6dinger equation,

                        d                       iziTtIW(t)>=HIW(t)> (37)

is then so}ved by taking,

  Igif(t)> = Ci (t) exp (-i f,: dt'wi(t')) l1> + C2(t) exp (-i f,,` dt'di2(t')) l2>.

                                                           (38)
Substituting Eq. (38) into Eq. (37) resuits in

         iC'i(t) : EIIS'e-ie exp (i f,,t dt'(wi(t') - w2(t')) C2(t), (39)

         ie2(t) == fill'Le+ie exp (z f,,` dt'(w2(t') - tui(t')) ci(t). (4o)

At the initial time t == ti, the system is assumed to be ln the upper eigenstate,

                       lbi>=6,,ll>+6,il2>, (41)
where Sii and 62i are determ!ned from the initial condition at t -- ti aBd
,(3ii = Ci(ti) aRd A32i = C2(ti). We are interested in the probability that the

finai state is in the lower eigenstate laf> at t =tf,

                      laf> == afifll>+a2fl2>. (42)
The transition probability is explicitly given by

                  P =: l<aflW(tf)>I2 (43)
                     =: laifCi(tf)+aEfC2(tf)l2. (44)
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                  (2e+1)(2e-1) '
With these matrix elements, the matrix element <n*el'mjlFgq]n"e'o''mS•> is

expressed as

        <n* eo' m,- l .P7, g ln"e'imS• >

     =: Fq6(m,•,mS•)6(e,e'Å}1)<n'ejrln"e'Å}1>

        ' .,.,,llliblÅ}.. <e' i' meJ msl7', mj'> <e', l, me, ms}i', mjL><eme1ijletme>, (so)

where q =: x,y,z and ij =: q/lql. Thus, all the matrix elements are known in
the lne2'mi•> basis. We are interested in the transition from an eigeBstate in

the field .Ei to an eigenstate in the field Ff. We write the initia} eigeRstate as
ln, Zi , m,• ; (.Fli)> and the final eigenstate as ifi, Zi , mN,• ; (Ff)> . These eigenstates

are obtained by the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix at t = ti and

  Now the formalism is extended to the case with many number of relevant
energy states in a time varying e!ectric fieid, direction of which is arbitrary.

Under a pulsed electric field, the Hamiltonian is given by

       H = IS.irp2 - 1/r + Vd +A+ F. (t)x + F, (t)y+ F. (t)z

          == Ho+Fx(t)x+Fy(t)y+F.(t)z. (45)
The matrix elements of x and y are calculated as follows.

             <n, e, melx + iyln',e + 1, me + 1>

          = <n, e, melal + iOln', e + 1, me + 1> <n, efirln', e + 1>

          ,.. . (e'(M,s'.2,l((ge'."Z,e)"i)<n,eErtn',e+i>, (46)

             <n, e, melx - iyln',e + 1, me - 1>

          .,. - (e-(Mtf++23]ie2i+Mie)+i)<n,eErln',e+i>, (47)

             <n, e, melx + iy]n',e - 1, me + 1>

          .., - (e72eM.e)ii(Ie"mZei)i)<n,egrln',e-i>, (4s)

             <n, l, melx - iyln',e - 1, me - 1>

                (e - me)(e + me - l)
                                <n,elrln',e-1> (49)
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tf, respectively,

         In,Zi,mj;(Fi)> =: Z iLZI,Z,;•l.M;(F,)ln,e,a',mj>, (51)

                      n,imj'
        pt,2i,Mj;(Ff)> == 2u#l,Z,}l.M;(Ff)ln,e,o",mj>. (s2)

                      n,o',mj
In such a case, it is natural to use the eigenstates ln, Zi,m3•; (Fi)> as the basis

set. The Hamiltonian is diagonalized at t = ti in the field F = (O,O, .F'.(ti)),

              <n', Z{ , mS•; (Fi)lfl(ti)ln, Zi , m,•; (Fi)>

            Å} l2V.,z,,.,5(n,n')6(Zi,Z{)6(m,•,mSr). (53)
At time t in the field F(t) = (F.(t'),F,(t),F.(t)), the Hamiltonian matrix

elements are given by

           <n', Z{ , mS; (Fi)IH(t)ln, Zi, mj; (Fi)>

         = rvr.,z,,.,(Fi)6(n,n')6(Zi,Z06(mj,mS•)

           + 2 AF, (t) <n', Z{ , mS•; (Fi)lqln, Zi, mj; (Fi )>, (54)

            q =x,y,z
where AF,(t) is given by

                AFq(t) : Fq(t) nt Fg(ti), (55)
and <n',Z{,ml•;(Fi)tqln, Zi,mj,' (Fi)) for q :x,y,z is given by

<n',Z{,mS;(F,)Iqln,Zi,m,;(F,)> = Åí 2 2L#Illjig;(F,)'u".;f,;;.Mg(F,)

                        n,e,imj n',e',1",mS•
                        •<n', e',i, m3 1qln, e, ]', m,•>. (s6)

Now that all the matrix elements are obtained, we solve the Shr6dinger
equation,

  d izi71W(t)> =: H(t)IW(t)>, (s7)
    l "llif (t)> = 2 Cn,,z{ ,ms. (t) exp(-iipnt ,z{ ,m; (t))ln', Z{ , mS•>, (58)

           nt ,Z: ,mS•
 Åën,zi ,mj (t) == ft ,t dt' VVn,zi ,m, (Ft)

           +,t.li2,,. f,,t dt'AFq (t') <n, Zi, mj lgln, Zi, mj>, (sg)

iOn,Zi,m,(t) == Åí Cn',Zl,mS(t)eXP{Z(ipn,Zi,m,(t)hipn',Zl,mS(t))}

           n',Z{,mS•ln,Zi,mj

           • Z AF,(t)<n, Zi,m,•lqln', Z{,mS•>. (60)
           q=x,y,x
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In Eqs. (58) and (60), we sum up only over the states near the avoided crossing

of interest, neglecting other states. This results in much sma}ler dimension of

the ordina,ry differential equations than that with the original basis set and

thus saves computing time profoundly. The ordinary differentlal equations
of Eq. (60) are solved by numerical integrations.

   The transition probability from an elgenstate ln,Zi,mj;(Ff)> at t : ti
to an eigenstate lfi, Zi,mN,•;(.Ff)) at t =tf is obtained in the [nel'm,•> basis,

        -Pff,.-,,fi1, = l<fi,2,,7}ijlxlU(tf)>12 (61)

                - l 2 2 u."•'F,},}M•t,J.,t.(Ff)'un;F,},//•7.i,(Fi)

                    nt,et,j't,mS. n,Zl,mj

                   'Cn,zi,m,• (tf) eXP(-idin,z,,m,• (tf))l2. (62)

   The characteristics of our method is as follows: the matrix elements are
calcu}ated exactly by the diagonalization method, and thus the energies and
couplings between the states are a}so exact. Slnce the dimension of the
ordinary differentia} equations are much smaller, the integration is easier,

yet accurate enough.

3.3.2 Avoided crossing in the Stark states of 85Rb

   Now we apply the theoretical framework developed in the previous section
to the avolded crossing of 85Rb between the 113p3/2 state and the n == llO

manifold.
   The Stark leve} structure around the avolded crossing of 85Rb wlth imN :

1/2 is presented in Fig. 7. The 113p312 state and the biuest aitd also the
second bluest states cross each other at F = 67.2mV/cm. The calculated
adiabatic and non-adiabatic transition probabilities from the 113p312 states
at F =: 64.0mV/cm to the fina! states at F == 77.0mV/cm are presented in
Fig. 25 in Sec. 5.4 as a function of slew rate S,. Tlte non--adiabatic transition

begins to occur when the slew rate becomes higher than 100mV/(cmpas).
Comparison of the calcu}ated results and the experimetita} data is discussed

later in Sec. 5.4.

3.3.3 Level cressing of rnanifold near zero field

   To investigate the leve} cross!ng near zero field, first we conslder a hydro-

genic atom for simplicity. The Hamiltonian of manifold with the principal
quantum number n is expressed in the lne2'mj> basis,

        <neo'mjlH(t)[ne'imS•> == W.6(e,e')6(o',o'')6(mj,mS•)
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+ F, <nej' mj lqlne'imS• > . (63)

The matrix elements, x, y and z
l(M> suclt that

are all commutable, thus there exists a basis

<ctlxl,(3> :

<alyl,(3> ==

<cMlzlP> -=

Ca6(or,6)7

na6(a, P) ,

Ca 6(a, P).

(64)

(65)

(66)

With this basis, the Hamiltonian is also dia gonalized,

<ctlH(t)IP> =: 6(a, P) (Wn + F. (t)Ca + F, (t)nya + F. (t)<a) - (67)

All states are orthogonal, and their energ!es are }inear functions of Fq. When
the field direction is reversed to the opposite direction, the bluest state there-

for becomes the reddest state, the reddest becomes the bluest and so forth.
Also the position of manifold is changed from +(Zi - Z2) to -(Zi - Z2) when

the field direction is reversed. Figure 8 illustrates the change of an energy

level at manifoid when the field is reversed from Fi to Ff.
   Now we consider the manifold of 85Rb. The quantum defects of s, p and
d states of 85Rb are large and these states are separated from the manifold.

The states in manifold have only small components of s, p and d state and
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Energy

manifold

Electric field

Flgure 8: Schematic diagram of the time evolution of a state excited 2n a
negative electric field when the pulsed electric fie}d is driven once to zero
field and then to the positive direction.

they mainly consist of higher angular momentum states. For these states,
the fine structure interaction is negligible. When the small quantum defect
of the f state is ignored, the manifold levels are degenerated at zero field,

and the hydrogen approximation is good for the states in manifo}d.

3.4 Field ionization of highly excited atoms

3.4.1 Ionization by the tunneling process

   In this section we ca}culate the ionlzation rate by the tunne}ing process

under the hydrogen approximat2on.
   The ionization field values F, and Fz, were obtained in Sec. 2 by assuming

that the Rydberg atoms are ionized immediately when the electron energy
reaches the saddle point of the potential barrier. In rea}ity, atoms are ion-

ized with certain probabilities even in a lower field. Damburg and Kolosov
obtained an asymptotic expression of the ionization rate by means of the
perturbation theory [23],

           (4R)2n2+m+le-2R13
     r ==
            n3n2!(n2 + m)!
           • (i - n34F (34ng + 34rL2m + 46n2 + 7m2 + 23m + llitL )) , (6s)
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= O states for various

where R = (-2Eo)3!2F'i and Eo is the energy calculated by the perturbation

expansion to the order of F2. This expression gives very good result at
small n2, i.e. a blue state, but it caR be used only ln a weak fiIed F <<
[8n3(2n2 +m+ 1)l-i. In order to calculate the ionization rate in a larger

field, they analyzed the numerical solutlons of the Stark problem for the
hydrogenic atom and obtained the semi-empirical expression of r,

           (4R)2n2+m+le-2R/3
    r ==
            n3n2!(n2 + m)!
          • exp (- n34F (34n; + 34n2m+ 46n2 + 7m2 + 23m + llitt)) , (6g)

where R : (-2Eo)312Frmi and the energy Eo is caiculated up to the order
of F4 [18]. We itote that r has n-3 dependence. Figure9 shows the cal-
culated ion!zation Ilfetimes of manifold n = 120 wlth Eq. (69). The lifetime
decreases quite abrupt!y with the increase of the field strength, implying that

this ionization process has a sharp threshold field Fth. Figurele shows the
thresholds Fth of (n, m) =: (120,O), (120, 1), (108,O) and (100, O) as functions

of the difference of the separation parameters Zi - Z2. Here the field Fth
was defined to the field at which the iifetime T becomes 10 pas. The obtained

lifetimes do not show any appreciab}e m depeltdence. As expected from the
classical calculation of Fz,, blue states have higher threshoids than red ones.
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Figure 10: Ionization field value Fth expected from the tunne!ing process.

Values of three ionization fields F,, Fz, and Fth for the n = 108, 7ne = O
manifo}d are shown in Fig. 11. The important point here is that Fth is higher

than Fz,, and Åíhe difference becomes larger for the bluer state.

   More exact calcu}ation of the ionization rate with the tunnellng process is

obtained by using the wavefunction of a state near the core: exact so!utions of

Slt6dinger equation ln parabolic coordinates can be obtained by a numerical
integration method. With these exact solutions, Lec-Koenlg and Bachelier
calculated the ionlzation lifetime by the tunneling process [191. Here we out-

1}ne their method. For small 4 and op, the wave function in 4 field F is given

by
                 V- C(W).m,(6n)Iml12eXPdi(ZMip), (7o)

where C(W) Il, is the normalizatioR factor aBd called "density of states".

For chesen values of .F, lml aRd ni, the density of states is a function of the

energy I?V and shows a resonance structure. In the vicinity of a resonance
energy W., the density of states is expressed by

C(W)it : C(Wr)M
r2/4

ni (VV be W.)2 + r2/4'
(71)

rl]he }ifetime is given by T = 1/r.
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Figure 12: Ionization Iifetime by the tunneling process for n==12-14, m=1.
The electric field is assumed to be F = 5 Å~ 10-6 [a.u.] = 25.7kV/cm. The

so}id lines represent the Iifetimes given by the density of states calculatlon.

The dashed lines represent the lifetimes given by the semi-empirical formula
Eq. (69).

   Fol!owing their method, we calculated the }ifetimes of Rydberg states
at n = 12, l3 and 14(Iml : 1), where the electric field was takelt to be
5 Å~ 10-6 Ia.u.l =:25.7kV/cm. The results are shown in Fig. 12, in which the

Iifetimes given by Eq. (69) are also presented. Tke semi--empirical formula
Eq. (69) gives shorter lifetime than the exact result from the density of states,

especially for the red states. In the case of n= 14, Zi - Z2 rv O, the lifetimes

obtained from the two methods differ more than two order of magnitude.
For the range of inteyest here for T N O.1 - 100 Iis, however, the diffeyeBce is

in a factor of 2 rtv 3. We wi!1 discuss the effect of the differnce 2n Sec. 6.1.

3.4.2 Ionization by the autoionization-like process

  In non-hydrogenic atoms, a blue state has probabillty to interact with
red continuurn states coming from the higher n manlfolds. This interaction
causes the ionization of the blue state. This ionization rate of a state lnZi nzj>
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is given by Fermi;s Golden Rule,

    ">rd -- 27rÅíl<nZimjlVdlEZ{mS•>I2 (72)
            zlmS•
       =: 2TÅíl2<nZimjlneo'mj><ne]'mjlVdIEeo'mj><Ee2'mjlEz{mj>I2,(73)

            Zl j'e

wkere the summation extends over ali possib}e values of Zl. Here we have
taken advantage of the symmetry of Vd,

    <nel'mj lvdlEe'ims•> =- 6(o', o")6(e, e')6(mj, ms)<neo'mal vdE6e3'mj>. (74)

We recall that the diagonal matrix element of the core interaction Vd is given
by,

                                    -5nli'
                   <ne2'mjlVdlnej'mj>= ., , (75)

where 6 is the magnitude of the differeBce between the quantum defect 6 and
its nearest integer. The range of 6 is -1/2 < 6 < +1/2. This expression is
generalized to

                  <nej'mo•Ivdln'ej'mj> "= (.M.kgii2, (76)

since the energy nor.maiization of a discrete wavefuRction is given by

                                                           '                    fdTgp:t go. == nrm36(n, n'). (77)

We note here that the element <nej'mj•IVdln'e7'm,•> has nonzero value oniy
when e S 3, or for the si12, pi!2,312, d3/2,s12 and fs12,7/2 states. Since the

energy norma}ization of a continuum wavefunction is expressed by

                    fdrq,'tg, == 6(E-c'), (78)

the matrix element involving a continuum state is obtained by

                                  - sin(6nio' )
                 <neo'mo•IVdlEe]'mj>= .,!, • (79)

   Elements of the unitary transformation <nZimjlnej'mj> are obtained from
the diagonalization procedure. Recall again that Vd is nonzero oRly at r rv O,

where the sltape of the wavefunction does not much depend on the external
electric field.

  It is noted that the unitary transformation between paraboiic and spheri-
cal coordinates can be analytically obtained in the hydrogen case. For heavy
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alkali atoms such as Rb, however, the fine structure interaction ls too }arge

to be neglected, so that me is not a good quantum nmmber, and thus we
have to use lneo'ma•> states as basls states. In the hydrogen case, a}1 states

in manifold are degenerated and a}l the eltergy eigenstates of the manifold
have s, p and d components even in a small field, while, in 85Rb, s, p aRd

d states are not degenerated at manlfold, and the eigenstates of the mani-
fold have only small components of low angular-momentum states. Indeed k
is shown in the actual numerical calculation that the dominant part of the
sum in Eq.(73) comes from <nfs12,7f2m,•IVdl6fs12,7!2m,•>. To refiect the reai

situation more exactly, we use the calculated elements of the transformation

from the diagonalization method.
   The matrix elements <EZimo•IEe2'ma•> are also obtained by tal<ing lnto ac-

count the difference between the normallzatioR of the unitary transformation
for a bound state and that for a continuum one. For a bound state of the
hydrogenic atom, the normalization of the unitary transformation is glven

by

  2<nenzelnni me> <nni rnelneme> -rm l (ni -ww O, l, 2, • • • , n - lml - 1), (80)

  nl
and for a continuum state
                    '
             +l           1, d(Zi - Z2)<6emelEZime><eZimelEeme> = 1. (81)

We replace the summation of Eq. (8e) by the integration of (Zi - Z2) and
obtain the relation,

<nnimeEneme> = v/lll<Enimeteeme>
(82)

This relation ls extended further to

<nzi m, tne2 m, > -- vi{ llll<czi m, tEe.7 m, >

(83)

   Substituting the numerically calculated values of <nZimj[nejmj> into
Eq.(73), we obtain 7d. The maximum value of ZI is the value for which
Fz, == W2/4Z2 == W2/4(1 - Zi), i.e. the state just reaches the c}assical
ionization value Fz,. It ls noted here that ord has nww4 dependence.

   In Fig. 13, the calculated }ifetimes Td =7dmmi of blue states of 85Rb (Zi -

Z2 = O.95) with n== IGO, 120, l30 and l40 and ln})•l =: 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2
are presented as functions of fie}d strength. As the electric field increases

from zero, the lifetime decreases rapidly. This rapid decrease of the }ifetime
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Figure 14: Electric field value .l7io at wh

reaches 7 == 10 pasec.

ich the lifetime of 85Rb with n=120

begins at 2.5V/cm for n==100, at 1.1V/cm for n= 120 and at O.6V/cm for
n = 140. The steep decrease of the lifetime begins at a weaker field for larger n,

depending on Imj l. [['he lifetime reaches a saturated value with increasing the

field strength. The saturated lifetime is in the region of 5 - 20 pas, depending

on the states. It becomes }onger for larger n and ]mo•l. We denote the field

strength as "F." at which the lifetime of the manifold becomes 7pas. In
Fjg. 14 plotted are the field values Fio as a function of the energy level of the

manifold of 85Rb with n = 120 for ]mjl == 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2. The depeBdence
on Imj I calt be seen only in the extreine blue and red states. The fie}d va}ues

F. of the states of 85Rb with lmjE = 1/2 are presented as a function of
Zi - Z2 in Fig. 15 for n == 120(top), n = 108(center) and n = 120(bottom).
The ionization field strength by the tunneling process Fth !s a!so presented.

   The extreme red and blue states have }onger llfetimes because they mainly
consist of higher angu}ar-momentum components e 2 4. Lifetirnes of blue
states are shorter than those of 'red ones becattse blue states have larger
components of Iower angular-momentum states than red ones. For n = 120,
the ionization llfetime by the autoionization-1!ke process is }onger than 1.0 pas

ln any field. As n increases, Fth and Fio become closer. The ionization by the

tunneling process becomes dominant in the ionization process with increasing

n.
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Figure 16: Experimental setup.

4 Apparatus aitd experimeRtal procedure

4.1 Overview

   In this section, apparatas and procedure in the present experimeBt are
deseribed in detail. The over.all setup in the present experiment is shown in

Fig. 16. Thermal atomic bearn of Rb is introduced into the laser interaction
area which is included in the field ionlzation electrodes. The electrons lib-

erated from the field ionization are guided to a channel electron multiplier
through two sheets of grid mesh placed on one electrode plate. The whole
system is placed in a vacuum chamber. Special care was taken to reduce the
stray electric field in the laser interactlon and field ionization regions.

4.2 Selective field ionization region

   The ionization electrodes consist of two parallel plates of 52mm length
and 40 mm width. Two sheets of fine copper grid mesh are incorporat•ed into
the area of 21Å~ 22mm2 of one of the electrode plates to pass through and

detect the electrons. The distance between the electrodes is 24mm. The
diameter of the mesh wire was O.1 mm so that the transmission through the
two mesh becomes 90oro.
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4.3 Applied pulse for the field ionization

   The pulse voltage applied to the SFI electrodes is shown in Fig. 17. '[I]'lte

voltage rises slowly from the offset value v. to v, during t,, and then rises

abruptly to vf during tf. We ca}1 these components "slow" and "fast' compo-
nent, respectively. The peak field is kept for a time th, "holding time", theB

the vo}tage goes down to the offset value v.. The Rydberg atoms are initlally

excited in a field produced by the applied offset voltage v.. The voltage v.

is a}so used to compensate the stray field. The Rydberg atoms are mainly
ion2zed at the fast component during tf, but a state with a Ionger lifetime
than tf has some probability to be ionized during the holding time th.

  The applied electric field strength is given by

Ff = vf/l, (84)

where l (24mm) is the distance between the electrodes. Then the slew rate
Sf is given by

                         Sf :Ff/tf. (85)
The pulse sequence is produced with a waveform generator NI5411 (National
Instruments) and amplified by fast ampilfiers. The output resolution and
th' e raaximum update rate of the waveform generator are 12bit (bipolar) and

40MHz, respectively. The waveform generator has a FIFO memory and a
16MB memory module, which enab!e us to store very long arbitrary wave-
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Figure 18: Excitation diagram of 85Rb.

forms on the board and to obtain reliable waveform generation at the max-
imum update rate. It is possib}e to vary the slew rates of the fast and slow
components independently aBd to set the offset voltage v, and the slow com-
ponent v, to be positive or negative. The slew rate of the fast coi[nponent is
varied to see the effect of a pulsed field shape on the field ionization charac-

teristics, while that of the slow component is used to drive the excited Stark

state to a part!cular fie!d value adiabatica}ly or non-adiabatical}y. The slew
rate can be increased up to 50V/(cxnpas). The offset voltage is applied to
vary the static field at the excitation region of the Rydberg states. Varioas

shape of the field can be applied to the Rydberg atoms.

4.4 Lasersetup
   Two step excitation was adapted to excite 85Rb atoms from the 5si12
ground state to the Rydberg neo' state throRgh second excited state 5p312, a•s

shown in Fig. 18.

   A diode laser of Sharp LT025MDO (780nm) was ttsed for the first step
excitation. The temperature(-17OC) and the current(135 rnA) are controlled
to stabilize the wavelength. A dye laser of Coherent 899--21 of coumarin 102
excited by a Kr ion laser was used for the second step excitation. The line

widths of the dlode laser and of the dye laser are N 30MHz and AJ 500kHz,
respectively. The power of the diode laser was 30mW at 780nm, and that of
the dye laser was 200 mW at 479 nm with 3W of the Kr ion laser excitation.

   The optical setup is shown in Fig. 19. Two laser beams were mixed by
a beam-splitter outside the experimental chamber. The following technique
was used to lock the wavelength of the diode laser to the first step excitatlon

wavelength. A small fraction of the laser beam from the beam sampler is
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Figure 19: Schematic diagram of the optical setup.

injected pevpendicularly (i.e. Doppler free) to a thermal atomic beam of
Rb in a separate chamber. The ground state atoms were excited to the
5p3!2 state, and the fiuorescence emitted during the deexcitation process to

the ground state was detected with a photomutiplier and this signal was
used to control the diode current with a lock-in-amplifier so as to keep the

fluorescence maximum.
   The wavelength of the dye laser was stable enough to be used for our
experiment for more than severa} minutes, without any external control. In
order to obtain the longer stability further, the dye laser was contro}led with

the ionizatlon sigltal counts of the excited Rydberg states, which is described

in more detall in Sec.4.6.

4.5 Dataacquisition
   The electron signals from the channel electron multiplier were amplified
by a pre-amp}ifier A250 (Amptek) and a main amplifier AN302/NL (ORTEC)
and then fed to a discriminator KN241 (Kaizu). The field iokization signals

were then couRted through the timing I/O channel in the data acquisition
board PCI-603IE (National Instruments), with whlch the maximum counting
rate was 20M}Iz. The data were analyzed on-line with the LabVIEW data
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acquisition system on a computer. The w
well as on-line with LabVIEW programs.

hole data were analyzed off-line as

4.6 Experirr}entalprocedure

   The experiment was carried out with the following procedure.
   I)initial setting: The dye laser frequency is set to Rear the transition of

interest, for example, to the 5p3!2-110 manlfold transition with the internal

wavelength meter and the controller of the dye Iaser.

   2)Iaser frequency scanning: The }aser frequency is scanned extemally
by driving the scan-control vo!tage from a computer. The step size of the
scanning is 1 rv 5MHz. During the scanning, the field ionization voltage vf
is 1<ept constaRt. The ionization signals are counted as the laser frequency
is changed. Figure 20 is an example of ionization sigkal iB a wide range of
scanning. The Starl< energy diagram is also shown with corresponding eBergy
levels.

   3)peak holding: When the peak of the signa} for the state of interest is
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observed, then the scan-control voltage is fixed at the peak position.

   4)data taking for ionization spectrum: The fie}d ionization signals are
measured by varying the amplitude of the pu}se vf with the same slew rate
Sf -- Ff/tf, the same offseÅí v. and the same slow-component v,. In this
process, the ionization counts are measured by changing the ioRization field
value Ff = vf/l.

   5) re-scanning and peak holding: After several ionization spectra are
taken, the laser frequency is scanned again. The frequency scanning is car-
ried out in a narrow range arouitd the previous setup frequency. [I]he scan-
control voltage is set again to make the signals maximum. This procedure ls
automatically repeated for some cycles. After that, the parameters, appiied
field pulse shape, the excited state of interest aitd so forth, are changed and

the procedure is repeated. Ail these process are controiled by a LabVIEW

program system.

5 Experimental res"ks and comparison with
theoretical predictiens

5.1 Excitation and detection of Rydberg states
   Typical excitation spectra of 85Rb are shown in Fig.21. Without any
electric fieid in the exeitation region, the p states and also the manifoid states

are not excited due to the selection rztle for the dipole transitions. Therefore

the external fie!d by the offset voltage v. was applied to the excitation regien

in order to efficient}y excite these states. The strength of the appiied field was

70 and 19mV/cm for the 110 and 116-ll7 manifold excltations, respectively.

The slew rate of the slow component S, was set to zero. The maximum
puise fieid was set to 10V/cm with the slew rate Sf = 14.4V/(cmpas) and
the holding time th was 10 pas.

5.2 Field ionization spectra in a pulsed electric field

   Typical ionization spectra are skown in Fig. 22. The ieft side figures show
the spectra for the 113p312 states. The offset eiectric field by v. was set to

-30mV/cm. The right side figures show the spectra for the central part of
the 120 manifold with Zi - Z2 N O.2. The offset electric field by v. was
set to +80mV/cm. In both cases, the repetition rate of the applied electric

field pulse was 3.3kHz. Here the slew rate of the fast corr}ponent Sf was
14.4V/(cmpas), and the holding time th was 10pas. The s}ew rate of the slow

component S, was set to zero.
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Figure 21: Excitation spectra of 85Rb around n = 110 manifold (ieft) and
n =116-117 manifo}d (right). The atoms were excited !n the app}ied field
F=70 mV/cm in the case of n == llO manifold and F =19 mV/cm in the case
of n =116--117 manifold in order to excite appreciably many atoms to the
states which cannot reach at zero field due to the selection rule of the dipole

transition.

   The right side of Fig. 22 shows clearly that the field ionization for the
manifold states occurs at two separate fields: oBe is at 1.7V/cm and the other

is 3.7V/cm. We call the lower peak field "the first fie}d" and the higher one

"the second field" .

5.3 Characteristics of the pulsed field ionization pro-

      cess

   We measured the ionization field values of the states in 120 manifold of
85Rb as a function of the excitation position of the manifold. The field values

were measured for the two cases: The Rydberg states were excited at 1) a
positive field (F == +80mV/cm) and 2) a negative field (F = -80mV/cm),
where the positive field refers to the case at which the ionized e}ectrons
correctly drift to the channeltron detector. The atoms excited in the negative
field, thus, experienced a pulsed e}ectric field iR the reversed direction to the

applied static field with the offset voltage. Therefore the atoms were driven

first to zero field and then to the ionization region.

   The observed ionization field values of states with n : 120 are p!otted as

a function of the excitation position in the manifold Zi - Z2 in Fig. 23. In
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Fig. 23 are also presented the calculated ionization field intensities Fz,, Fth

and Fio•

   The upper part of Fig.23 shows the resu}ts of the atoms excited in the
positive field direction, while the lower part shows the results of the atoms
excited in the negative field directioR. In the latter case, the calculated fields

were plotted against -(Zi -Z2), that is, the value for the position of manifold

+(Zi - Z2) were p}otted at the corresponding values -(Zi - Z2).

   Here the important features are noticed; 1) the first field does Bot de-
pend on the excited position of the manifo}d, 2)the second field increases
from rtv3V/cm to rv6V/cm when the excited position is moved more to
the bluest side in the positive field case at F -- +80mV/cm. On the con-
trary, the second peal< field behaves in the opposite direction to the case of
positive field when the atoms are excited in the negative field direction at

F = -8e mV/cm.

   The calculated field value Fie from the autoionization-like process rough}y
agrees with the observed first-field. The existence of the second field over the

first field implies that the lifetime at the first peak field is longer than the

pulse rising time tf =r O.8 pas. This fact is also consistent with the ca}culated

ionlzation lifetime by the autoioikizatioll-llke precess.

   When atoms with n = 120 are excited ilt the positive field direction at
F =: +80mV/cm, as shown the upper part of Fig. 23, the observed field
values for the second peak ls in good agreement with theoretical predictions
from the tunneling process. The fact that there exists no ionlzatioii events
above the second field implles that the ionization lifetime at the second field

is shorter than the pu}se rising time tf = O.8 pas. This is also consistent with

the calculated results. Foz'm the comparison of these results we caR conclude

that the second field comes from the ionizatioR by the tuitneling process.

   Also when atoms are exclted to the negative direction at F : -80 mV/cm,
as presented the lower part of Fig. 23, the field values for the second peak are

in good agreement with the theoretical predictions if we consider the excited

position of the manifold +(Zi - Z2) is reversed to -(Zi - Z2). This ob-
servation is consistent with the theoretical predictions that when the atoms
are drlven to the reversed directlon, i.e., oBce to zero field and then to the

lncreasing opposite field direct!oR for ionization, each state in the manifold

is driven to the corresponding state symmetric to the center of the manifold,

This ls dvte to the orthogonal properties of the waveftinctlons under the hy-

drogen approximations. Thus the experimental results for both the drivlng
direction are consistent with the theoretical predictions from the tunneling

process.
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5.4 Adiabatic and non-adiabatic transitions at the first
avoided crossing

   The experiment on the adiabatic and non-adiabatic transition of t'he
initially excited 113p state through the first avoided crossing between the

 113p312 state and the b!uest state in the llO manifold was carried out as in
the following. The 113p312 state of 85Rb were excited to by two step excita-

tion at the field F = -30 mV/cm, where the 113p312 state was we}1 isolated
from the manifold. The field was then increased up to F == -83 mV/cm,

where the 113p312 state merged into the manifeld. The applied field was
adjusted by the offset voltage v. and the slow component voltage v,. Soon
after the field reached F = -83 mV/cm, pulsed ionization field was applied
with a slew rate of the fast component, Sf == l4.4 V/(cmpas).

   Figure 24 shows two ionization spectra measured ln such procedure with
the values of the slew rate in slow-component, S,=O.93 mV/(cmpas) and 8e
mV/(cmpas), respectively. It is noted here that the direction of the initial
static field is opposite to the direction of the applied ionization field, that is,

.corresponding to the negative driving as mentioned earlier.

   These two ionization spectra show quite different behavior: In the case of
the slow slew-rate S, = O.93 mV/(cmpas), there exist two peaks similar to the

case of n = 120 manifold. The first-peak field-value coincides with the value

expected from the autoionization-like process and the second one to the value

expected from the tunneling process. On the other hand, the spectrum in
the case of the fast slew-rate S, = 80 mV/(cmpas), there exists only one peak

field. These observationS are considered to be due to the different transition

processes occurred in each case; indeed the second peak corresponds to the
adiabatic transition from the isolated 113p312 state to the b}uest state ln the

manifold, while the first peak corresponds to the non-adiabatic transition to

the states merged in the manifo}d as shown in Fig. 7.

   The ratios of the counting rates of each peaks to the total sum of both
peaks are shown in Fig. 25 as a function of the slew-rate of the slow com-
ponent. The ratio for the second peak begins to decrease rapidly arouBd
S, =50--100mV/(cmpas), while that for the first peak increases at arouRd the

same slew-rate position. Corresponding resu}ts on the transition probabili-
ties from the theoretical calculations are also shown in the same figure. The

calcu!ated results are in good agreement with the experimental data, thus
showing that the calculated Stark energy structure reproduces welkhe gap
energy between the crossing }evels and a}so that the calculated time evolution

along the path of the app}ied e}ectric field is quite satisfactory for reproducing

the traBsitions at the crossing. It is noted here that the present ca}culations

take into account the multi-level effect and multi-erossing properly near the
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sition probabilities calculated with the multi-}evel tlme evolution formalism.
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the two-level time evolution formalis'm.
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first avoided crossing and that the agreement with the experiment is espe-
cially good for this treatment compared to the calculation in which only the
first crossing is taken into account.

6 Discussion

6.1 Ionization field ofhighly excited Rydberg atoms

   First we discuss on the ionization process. We measured the electric
field streRgth for ionization of the high}y excited Rydberg states in 85Rb and

observed two peaks iB the ionization field in our investigated field range, up

to 18V/cm. For the 120 maRifold, the first fieid is about 1.7V/cm, and the
second is ln the range from 3V/cm to 6V/cm. The sharp rise of ionization
signal counts at the first field means that the lifetime decreases rapidly around

this field and that the lifetime becomes shorter than the pulse holding time
th = 10pas. The presence of the second field means that the lifetime at the
first field is longer thalt the pulse rising time tf == O.8 pas. Thus the lonizatlon

lifetime at tke first field is approximateiy in the range from O.8pas to 10 pss.

We found no signal-counts increase over the second fie}d value, so that the
lifetime at the second field is considered to be shorter than the rising time
tf'

   We a}so measured the ionization field values as a function of the excltation

positioR in the manifold and plotted the data in Fig. 23 together with the
calculated results by the tunneling process Fth and by the autoionization-like

process .FTio. The second ionization field agrees weli with the preclictions of

the tunneling process. The first peak, on the other hand, is roughly consistent

with the prediction of the autoionization-like process. However the observed
field values are almost cofistant with varying position of excitation, which

is not in agreement with the predictions of the autoionization process. Also
ln this peak field there exists appreciab}e contributions from the blackbody-
induced transition to other states from the initially excited state as discussed

in the previous work[17]. More detailed discussiolt on this points will be
presented elsewhere.

   Underlying field ionization process in this sltuation can be stated as in
the followiBg; as the field increases from zero, atoms begin to be ionized
when the field reaches the first ionlzing field, The Iifetime in this stage 2s

longer than the pulse rising time tf =O.8 pss, and therefore some of the atoms

are not ioltized and can survive during tf. Then with increasing the field,
the field reaches the secoltd ionization field Fth, where the lifetime by the

tanneling process is an extremely rapid function of the applied field so that
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a}1 the atoms are ionized at this field.

   The theoretical calculations predict that the ionization lifetime by the
tunneling process increases in proportion to n3, whereas that by the auto-
ionization-like process to n4. [["herefore the ioBjzation by the tunneling pfo-

cess becomes more dominant than that by the autoionization-}ike process for

higher n.

   Finally we discuss the accuracy of the }ifetime calcu}ations by the tultnel-

ing process. We have used the semi-empirical formula Eq. (69) to calculate
the ionization lifetime of the tunneling process and not used the exact cal-
culation from the density of states Eq. (71). The former predicts shorter
Iifetime than the latter. The difference of the predicted !ifetime seems to be
very }arge especia}ly for the }eve}s approaching the reddest states ("redder

states" ) in a highey field. However this difference does not bring much differ-

ence in the ionization fie}d actually as iB the following reasoning; as we can
see in Fig.9, the }ifetime by Eq. (69) is a very rapid function of the field. At

the lifetime around 10pas relevant here, the difference of the predicted }ife-

times is expected to be within oite order of magnitude from Fig. 12. For the
state with n == 120, m =: O altd Zi - Z2 = -O.5, the derivative of the lifetime
around lpas ls dT/dF == 1 Å~ 10-7s/(mV/cm). Therefore even if the predicted

Iifetime by Eq. (69) differs by one order of magnitude from the exact value
by Eq. (71), the resulting field difference in Fth is around 100 mV/cm.

6.2 Time evolution of the multi-level Rydberg
in a pulsed electric filed

system

   We measured the non-adiabatic and adiabatic transition probabilities at
the avoided crossings between the H3p312 state and the b}ue states in the 110

manifo}d as a function of the s}ew rate S,. In this region there exist many
Stark levels which avoided-cross each other so that the above first avoided

crossing cannot be treated as a single well-separated avoided crosslng. This
situation is therefore a suitable ease for testing the applicabilities of the

developed theoretical tracing method for the time evolution of the multi-
level Rydberg system in a pulsed electric field.

   Moreover the transition probabilitles in the avoided crossing depend ex-
ponentially on the separation energy between tke crossing levels in addition
to the crossing field. Therefore this measurement provides a very sensitive
test for the ttnderlying calculations of various relevant parameters based on

the matrix diagona}ization procedure. The ca}culated adiabatic as we}1 as
non-adiabatic transition probabilities are in good agreement with theoretical

predictions, thus indicating that our theoretical treatment is quite satisfac-
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tory even in such a higher-lying Rydberg systern.

   Good agreement of the calculated result with the experimental one sug-
gests further that it could be applied to more complicated cases in the time
evolution. Suppose, for example, the case that the static electric field app}ied

is a varying function of the position during the excitation and the foliowing

ionization process. The position-dependent field component of x br y direc-

tion in addition to the z component brings the mixing of mj in the Stark
leve}s during the fiight of the atoms, so that we have to take into account
the coherent interactions between the different mj• states. It is then expected

that the ionization Iifetime by the autoionization-Iike process may be akered

and therefore the fie}d ionization characteristics may also be modified. Since

our framework includes phase of wavefunctions properly, we can study the
coherent time evolution in such a case without simpiification of the system.

   The multi-level formalism in the time evolution was also applied to the
zero field crossing. Ignoring the fine styucture interaction A and finite-sized

core effect Vd, the states in the manifo}d are all degenerated as in the case

of the hydrogen atom. The states are all orthogonal ln any field, and their
energies are Iinear functions of the field. Therefore when the pulsed electric
field is reversed from the initiai static directiolt during the ionizatiQn process,

all ehe energy states cross at zero field once and then take paths in such a way

that the biuest state goes to the reddest state, the second bluest becomes
the second reddest; and so forth. The expected trajectory changes with
the reversed fie}d direction were actually confirmed by measuring the second
ionization field as a fRnction of the exckation position Zi - Z2.

6.3 Accuracy and source of error in the diagonalizat ion
      procedure

   We calculat.ed the Stark structure of 85Rb in an electric fie}d by the di-

agona}ization method with the quantum defect theory under the Coulomb
approximation. The predictiolt of ionization lifetime in the autoionization-
like process and the tracing of the multi-level time evolution are based on
the results by this diagona}ization method. We here discuss on the accuracy
and the errors in the process of the diagonalization calculation itselÅí

   The diagonal e}ement of the Hami}tonian ls evaluated from the quantum
defects 6.j•e. Thus the quantum defects provide the complete specification
of the structure and the behavior of a Rydberg state. The uncertainties in
them inevitably lead to errors in the Stark structure. Assuming a quantum
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Figure 26: Variation of the radial dipole matrix element <110si!2lrln"pi12> as

a function of the effective quantum nuraber n*.

defect has a uncertainty A(6), the term energy has the erroy,

                         Ailli7Y)=2.Al66)' (86)

Errors in the quantum defect values bring possible uncertainties to the results

of the Stark structure in two ways: 1) through errors in zero fieid eigenstates

and 2) through errors in the off-diagonal matrix elements. The first error
is not serious for large n, because the quantum defects of 85Rb are 1<nown
w!thin A(6) < 2 Å~ 10'` from Table1 and thus A(l>ll) == 1MHz at n=110.
   Next we consider tke second uncertainty, that is, the off--diagoRal matrix

elements. Figure 26 shows the calculated radial dipole matrix element of
85Rb between the llesi12 state and the n'p state <110si121rln*py2>• The
va}ue of the matrix elemeRt varies most rapidly near n' =: 109.2, where the
matrix element value is 7.6 Å~ 103 [a.u] and the rate of variation is d<(rE>/dn' =:

d<[rfi>/dA(6) = 2.0 Å~ 10`. The uncertainty of Åíhe quantum defect A(6) ==
2Å~ 10-`, thus, leads to the error of the dipole matrix elernents A(<Ir]>)/<lrl> =

5.3 Å~ 10-4.

   We also consider the error of calculation of radial matrix e}ements. In Ta-
ble 2, we give the calculated radial matrix elements by Eq. (28) and previous
resu}ts I24]. Our results agree wlth the previous calcu}ations within 2 Å~ 10-2

for n==40 and 4.5 Å~ iO-4 for n = 100. We note here again that the Coulomb

approximation is more exact for higher n.
   We finally discuss the error due to the truncated basis set. Our treat--
ment becomes less accurate as the electric field increases because the errors
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Table 2: Radial matrix elements calculated by this work and other works

[[lransition

n*e-n*lef

<n*elrln"e'>

 this work

    <n'elrln"'e'>
(Regemoter et al. [24])

      <n*elrln"e'>
( Edmonds and Kel}y [25])

39.8p-40p
39.5I>4Op
38.5p-4Op

99.8p-100p
99.5p-1OOp
98.5p-100p
g7.sp-leop

+2.2889 Å~ lo3
+1.7676 Å~ lo3

-2.2163 Å~ lo2
+l.4311 Å~ lo4

+1.1055 Å~ lo4
-1.4211 Å~ lo3
+5.6658 Å~ lo2

+2.288 x lo3
+1.767 Å~ lo3

-2.214 Å~ lo2

+1.431 Å~ lo4

+1.105 Å~ lo4

-1.421 Å~ lo3

+5.665 Å~ lo2

+2.288 Å~ lo3
+1.767 Å~ lo3

-2.215 Å~ lo3

+8.621 Å~ lo4

+1.105 Å~ 104
+1.422 Å~ lo3
+8.621 Å~ lo2

Table 3: Calculated energy of the bluest and the second bluest states of 85Rb

in the 109 manifold

terms in basis set 109-111 108-112 107-113 105-115 103-117

  energy [a.u.]
   (the bluest)

  energy [a.u.]
(the second bluest)

-4.109684

-4.108837

-4.109248 -4.109448

-4.109119 -4.109288

-4.109448

-4.109288

-4.109449

-4.109290

general}y grow with the size of the perturbation. Table3 shows that energy
values of two sample states of 85Rb in n= 109 manifold for lme•i =: 1/2 con-

verge rapidly with increasing the dimension of the basis set. Since the values
converge within 10kHz over the ca}culated range of the field up to O.3V/cm,

the basis set ef 105 g n S 115 was adapted in the present calculations.

7 Conclusion

   We have investigated the properties of highly excited Rydberg states in
85Rb. Spec2fically the Stark structure and time evolution of high}y excited
85Rb Rydberg states in a pulsed electric fieid have been studied experimen-
taliy as well as theoretically. The Rydberg states in 85Rb with the principal

qu'anturn number n ranging from 110 to 140 have been excited with the two
step iaser excitation scheme and field ionization spectra under the pulsed
electric field were observed with the ionized electron detection. From the
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systematic measurements it was found that in general there exist two peaks
in the ionization fields: the lower peak is rather broad and the field value of

the peak does not depend on the excitation position in the manifold. The
value of the higher peak field, oR the other hand, increases with increasihg

bluer states in the manifold when the pulsed electric field is increased in
the same direction with the initially applied static field. However when the
pulsed field is increased in the reversed direction to the static field, the peak

field decreases with increasing bluer state excitations, showing the opposite
behavior to the case in the same fie}d-driving direction.

   In order to reveal the origin of these two peak fie}ds !n the ionization
processes, theoretical calculations of the Stark structure and ionization rates
of 85Rb in the electric field have been performed wlth a computational method

based on the Hamiltonian d!agonalization. Relevant matrix e}ements were
obtained with the quantum defect theory under the Coulomb approximation.
   From these calculations it was found that the excitation position depen-
dence of the higher peaks observed in the field ionization is in good agreement

with the predictions from the tunneling process. On the other hand the iower
peak behavior is roughly explained from the autoionization-like process to-
gether with the effect of tke blackbody-induced radiative transitions to the
nelghboring states from the origina}ly excited states.
   In due course of the above investigations, time evolution of the multi-leve}

Rydberg system in a pulsed electric field was also studied to confirm the use-

fulness and applicabillties of the present method of theoretical calcu}ations.
Specifically the transition probabllities in the first avoided crossings of 85Rb

between the 113p312 state and the bluest state in 110 rnanifold was measured
and compared with the theoretical predictions obtained from a newly de-
ve}oped formalism on the time evolution of the multi-level Rydberg system.
The experimental results are in good agreement with the predictions. The
opposite behavior in the excitation-position dependence of the higher ion-
ization peak-field between the driving directions of the pulsed electric fie!d

was also found to be well explained with the present theoretical treatment in

the time evolution, thus showing the present theoretical treatment is quite
satisfactory even in such highly excited Rydberg atoms.

   With this method, we can calcu}ate not only the energy levels but also
the fundamental physics quantities in an electric filed. By using the quantum

defect theory under the Coulomb approximatiolt, all the matrix elements ana-
lytically obtained are easy to evaluate and yet accurate enough for the highly

excited states with n > 100. Further applications of the present theoretica}
treatment are expected to regions, for example, where the time evolution of a

multl--level Rydberg systern in a position-depeBdent static three-dimensional
electric field is traced along with an applied pulsed electric field for ionization.
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